
 
 

Electronics and equipment assembly (m/f/x) 
For over 27 years, Munich based STT-SystemTechnik GmbH, has very successfully designed, 
developed and manufactured highly reliable radio frequency data transmission systems and 
antennas for industry, aerospace and space. Our equipment and systems operate reliable in many 
different applications worldwide -and even in the vastness of the universe- under very harsh 
environmental conditions. 
 
To strengthen our manufacturing team we are currently looking for an employee for electronics 
and equipment assembly (m/f/x) joining us at the earliest possible date. 
 
Your areas of responsibility would include: 
 
 Manual assembly and soldering (SMD and wired) of individual circuit boards and small 

series under the microscope and on a semi-automatic pick-and-place machine 
 Assembly and wiring of equipment 
 Assembly of (test-) cables 
 Assembly of test boards and prototype boards/units  
 Repair and rework of the manufactured assemblies and equipment 

 
We would require from you: 
 

 A completed training as an electronics technician or electrical engineer  
 Several years of professional experience in the assembly and manufacturing of circuit 

boards and equipment 
 Experienced in understanding electronic circuits, in soldering through-hole and SMD 

components and in wiring equipment  
 Experience and qualification to J-STD-001, ECSS-Q-ST-70-xxx and/or IPC-A-610 
 Manual skills and good knowledge of crimping and the assembly of RF-cables  
 Good knowledge of MS Office programs  
 Fluent in spoken and written German 
 Good in spoken and written English 



 
 

We would expect from you: 
 
 strong motivation and dependability 
 high awareness for quality  
 the ability to work both independently and within a team  
 Organizational talent, creativity and stress resistance 

 
 
We offer you: 
 
 a very interesting, multinational and highly innovative working environment with 

diversified tasks  
 The possibility to successfully bring in your knowledge, experience, ideas and your 

passion for electronics  
 A quiet and very modern working environment with a lot of freedom in arrangement and 

creativity 
 
 
Join our extraordinary team and shape forward-looking innovations together with us. 
 
 
If you feel addressed and if you think this job is what you’ve been looking for, please send us 
your detailed application stating the earliest date you could start and your salary expectations. 
 
 
For more information about STT-SystemTechnik GmbH please visit our website: 
www.stt-systemtechnik.de. 
 
 
Shape the future with us! We look forward receiving your application! 
 
 
STT-SystemTechnik GmbH 
Gneisenaustr. 15, D-80992 München 
Tel. +49-89-500590-0, Fax -49-89-500590-299 
bewerbung@stt-systemtechnik.de 

http://www.stt-systemtechnik.de/
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